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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: FEARNLEY, DOMINIC

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 7 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: D FEARNLEY Date: 20/12/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0 (supply witness details on rear)

This statement is in relation to my experience whilst being deployed to the Grenfell Tower on June 2017

At the time I was based at Croydon Fire Station, attached to the Red Watch and I have been working as a

Firefighter for 23years.

During this statement I will refer to my original notes I made at Paddington Fire Station on the 14th June,

I exhibit these at DF/1.

Within this statement I will refer to my Team who travelled to and from Grenfell Tower with me on the

14thJune 2017. There was Firefighter Constantine NWAGWU who drove H316 to and from the incident,

Firefighter BUNDEY and Firefighter DOTCHEN T who also travelled with me to and from the fire, and

also Firefighter HOOPER who travelled with us, but was also tasked alongside me to go to the 11thfloor

whilst there. I will also refer to Pat GOLDBOURNE who initially detailed myself, FF HOOPER and two

other FF's from Chelsea to go to the 11th floor. I will talk about Julian SPOONER who is a USAR (Urban

Search and Rescue) advisor, and detailed me to get a crew together and retrieve a bariatric body from the

10th/11th floor stairwell. I will mention Crew Manager ATKINS, Firefighter HOOPER again, Firefighter

DOTCHIN T and Firefighter DOTCHIN B who formed the team I put together to retrieve a bariatric body

form the 10/11th floor. Also, Firefighter GONNELLA who was detailed to go to the 6th, 7th and 8th floor

I will also briefly mention Kyle McLELLAND

On the night of the fire I started my shift, at 2000hours, the 13th June 2017, and was scheduled to finish on

the next morning. At the time, I was in charge of the Fire Rescue Unit attached to Croydon Fire Station,
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H316. The shift itself started off like a normal shift, I don't remember getting any shouts before the

Grenfell, from memory I don't remember a lot going on.

At about 0425hours we got a shout, which was the Grenfell Tower Fire. I remember being the first into

the Watch Room where the call slip gets printed off, the call slip itself was massive. As soon as I saw it I

knew there a big incident going on, there was a lot of FSG's (Fire Survival Guides) on the slip, it also

stated '40 pump fire' in a block of flats in West London, I think it said flat 16. I used to work in

Hammersmith so I knew the area relatively well.

I got onto the Fire Rescue Unit, H316 with my colleagues. There was myself, Firefighter Constantine

NWAGWU who was the driver, Firefighter Martin HOOPER, Firefighter Tom BUNDEY and Firefighter

Tom DOTCHIN.

I don't remember how long it took us to get there but on the way I remember seeing a Tower on fire from

Wandsworth Bridge way, we could see more of the fire as we got to Fulham, then more as we got closer

still. The tower looked like it was totally light, there were lots of flames on the outside, and inside of the

building. As we were driving we were getting information that there were still people inside.

The flames themselves were travelling from the right hand side, up the building. On the left hand side the

fire missed out something like the first 11 floors, but the right hand side looked completely alight.

I specifically remember a blue flame going up a column on the outside of the building, the blue flame

means there is a gas leak and can cause structural issues to the building, I was conscious of the safety and

structure of the building. I don't remember what time we arrived, or what road we parked on but we

parked up close to the Tower and then went to the RVP point. There was no difficulty parking where we

parked.

A few days after the fire, a professor wanted a sample of the column that was being heated. The professor

also knew it was a problem we took the sample for him. There was a problem with that column, and

subsequently I think there was a problem with the building movement.

Before we got to the RVP me and the other Firefighters on the appliance put on our EDBA's (Extended

Duration Breathing apparatus), no one directed us to do this but it seemed obvious from looking at the fire

that we would be needing to wear them.

On our way to the RVP there were a lot of passers-by/local residents, there was lots of confusion around,

and people seemed quite panicked
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After going to the RVP we were directed to go to a holding area, we were then directed to go to a second

holding area closer to the Tower. I don't know who gave us the directions I just took orders and

concentrated on the task in hand. The second holding area we waited in was in a room opposite the lobby

area in Grenfell Tower. I remember seeing lots of Police Officers with riot shields who were escorting

Firefighters and residents into, and out of the building, and protecting them with their shields from falling

debris. The debris falling from the building was large, it seemed to be mainly cladding panels that were

falling, they were giving off quite an acrid smoke which really stuck in the back of your throat. The

falling debris wasn't a massive problem, we could still get into the building when we wanted, with the

assistance of the Police and their riot shields.

At some point I remember seeing a man in the window on the 10thfloor looking out. I think he was one of

the last people to come out, he had a towel covering his face so I couldn't make out the colour of his skin,

he was also quite a distance away. I remember thinking though that his demeanour seemed quite relaxed,

maybe he didn't know what was going on around him.

We waited in the holding room to get detailed. After a little bit of a wait we were directed to go to the

Bridgehead, which was on the ground floor at this point and was detailed by Pat GOLDBOURNE. It was

quite a basic brief. He told us to try and progress beyond the 1 1 th floor and if there was adequate water

supply to fight fire rather than to search and rescue.

The bridgehead itself is an area where the firefighting is managed, it has Entry Control Boards, these are

telemetry devices that monitor how much air there is in the individual BA's. The Bridgehead is staffed by

a Bridgehead Commander who oversees everything, Entry Control Officers who manage the BA boards

and a Crew Manager who oversees the Entry Control Boards. There may have been two Crew Managers

because there was just so much going on, I would describe it as manic.

The Bridgehead in more usual circumstances would be two floors below the fire floor, at this point, when

we first went in it was 10 floors below the fire floor, this is highly unusual but it was because the stairwell

was so smoke logged it was difficult to get it any higher.

I'm guessing the Commander's aims and intentions were to get the Firefighters to put the fires out below

the flats that had Fire Calls, so then the rescue teams could go in and rescue the trapped residents.

There was quite a few Firefighters in the holding area and we were assigned in four's at that time, it was

the first four in the line, rather than on our Crews. I was assigned with two Firefighters from Chelsea,

who I didn't know, and Firefighter HOOPER.
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We took some lengths of hose with us and made our way up the stairwell. On the way up the smoke was

thick and black, if I held my hand in front of my face I could make that out, but that was about it, nothing

more. The stairs themselves were quite narrow and there was lots of hose on the floor, which was causing

a problem. The conditions were quite difficult. I also remember there being quite a bit of water on the

floor.

On the way up I remember seeing a large body on the stair case, it was a female body and she must have

been just below the 1 lthfloor she was in the way of traffic going up and down the stairwell as she was

very large. I think she was wearing a Grey Tracksuit, I couldn't see her skin colour, or anything else

really. I checked her for signs of life, and checked her breathing and it seemed to me that she was dead.

At the time we passed her there would have already been lots of Firefighters who I assumed would have

passed her and would have also checked her for signs of life, which reassured my decision making to

continue to the 1 lthfloor as detailed. I recall checking the branch coming from the dry riser and it felt

floppy, it should be hard and ridged if the water supply was as it was supposed to be. For some reason the

water supply was compromised. I also think there was a branch coming from the 10thfl00r, again I don't

think this had supply to it.

I know that there are two hoses that supply the dry riser and I remember seeing one of them was leaking

before we went up. I assumed this must have burst. Basically there was just a trickle coming out the hose,

certainly not enough to fight fire.

I needed to get this message about the inadequate water supply down to the Commander at the Bridge

Head so the problem could be tackled but the Communication system was down. In fact, I remember

someone telling me just before I went up and was doing my Communications checks 'not to bother', so I

assume people were already problems with the Communications.

Before I could think more about that, the distress signal from one of the Firefighters from Chelsea went

off. The distress signal alarms when someone is stood still for a certain period of time. There is a pre-

alarm sequence for about 14 seconds and if you don't move, or give the device a little shake the distress

alarm will go off. Our procedure is to withdraw if this happens. Ordinarily if it's an accident we would

use the Communications system and call down to Entry Control and tell them it went off in error,

however the Communications were down so this wasn't an option.

I needed to tell the Commander about the water supply anyhow so I decided that we withdraw back down

to the Bridgehead. I had plenty of air left in the BA as I was making the descent. When we got back down
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I told the Commander there was no water supply on the 1 lthfloor, we then went to a holding area, had a

rest an took on some liquid.

Ordinarily Firefighters wouldn't wear EDBA more than once as it quite draining on the body to wear, but

due to the enormity of the fire and the amount of EDBA wearers we were asked if we wanted to wear

them again if needed, we all said yes, we would.

After a period of time Julian SPOONER, who was the USAR (Urban Search and Rescue) advisor detailed

me to remove the large lady who was blocking the stairwell between the 10th and 11th floor. I remember

from when I went past her in the stairs she must have weighed about 30 stone and so she was obviously

going to be difficult to move. I know Julian wanted people who had experience with bariatric bodies,

Julian knows me and knows that I have experience in that area. He asked me to get a crew together and

remove her from the stairwell. I am aware that this direction would have come from the Chief Officer,

and that she instructed the body to be moved. I was not aware who the Chief Officer was on that shift.

The Crew I got together consisted of myself, Crew Manager ATKINS, Firefighter HOOPER, Firefighter

DOTCHIN T and Firefighter DOTCHIN B, plus one other person whose name I cannot remember.

There were DVI (disaster victim identification) staff on site, one person assigned to the DVI Team

wanted to come up with us to remove the body but we said no because it would have been very difficult

with a lot of risk attached as the fire was still burning well. I put a plan together to get the body down, I

got a basket stretcher, some ropes and some pullies. We went up to the 8th floor which was were the

Bridgehead was at that point, the bridgehead was moving around a lot because of the movement of the

fire, although I don't know how many times it moved.

The Bridgehead Commander had changed at this point and when we reported to him I remember him

saying he didn't want us to move the lady from the 10th — 11th floor stairwell. Julian SPOONER, who

initially detailed us to do this, and the Bridgehead Commander has a bit of a disagreement about this,

SPOONER wanted to move the lady, the Bridgehead Commander didn't. They discussed this although I

wasn't part of that discussion, but in the end the Bridgehead Commander said that he wanted to keep

EDBA wearers for rescue, not removal, and not to remove this lady.

We were withdrawn at this point and went back down 2 floors, to the 6th floor to a holding area. We sat in

someone's flat for what seemed like an hour or more to wait to be further detailed.

I was then detailed with Firefighter GONNELLA to check the gas mains in the flats on floors 6, 7 and 8. I

remember the gas pipes burning in all of the flats I checked, I can't be sure If I checked all the flats, but

certainly most. Our procedure is not to put out gas fires as it is more dangerous, if the gases build up it
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can cause an explosion so we put out any fires around the gas pipes but leave the pipes themselves

burning. We did a bit of firefighting after the checks to put out smaller fires, I think the hoses were

already plugged in and we just used what was there. Of the flats that I looked in! remember some of them

being on fire, but at the window end of the flat, not from the stairwell end. The water pressure at this

point was fine, it was as I would expect so they must have sorted out the issue from when I first went up

to the I 1th floor.

After these checks were detailed to exit the building. I think this was around 0900-1000 in the morning,

we were on of the last crews out of the building, the sun was fully up. We waited around for a bit in one

of holding areas and eventually left the location at probably around 1300-1400 hours.

Normally, high-rise buildings have a gas mains switch to switch off the gas supplied to the building. I

know there was a team of staff trying to turn it off but apparently someone, or a team had to dig up the

road to turn the gas off.

I travelled in to Paddington Fire Station in the same appliance I arrived in, and with the same people. We

were all told to write notes when we were there. My notes that I exhibited as DF/1 . I am aware there was

some counselling services arranged and available for us, but for some reason we didn't get a chance to

speak to anyone when we were there.

I have had some counselling since, me and my team were sent to Lewisham where we spoke to someone

as a group, and individually, and I am aware I have ongoing support if needed.

After leaving Paddington, we travelling back to Croydon, rested for a bit, and then started the shift again

for the next night. We didn't go back to the tower on that night, I don't remember exactly what we didn't

but certainly nothing to do with Grenfell. I went back to Grenfell Tower a few days later with my team to

work alongside the DVI team who we work quite closely with, we were working to check the safety of

the building.

Throughout the whole shift I think I remember seeing two dead bodies, one I have already described as a

female body on the stairwell between the 101h and 111h floor. I also remember seeing what looked like a

man's body on the floor outside the building, he was part under a sheet but he looked like he was in his

30's he was wearing shorts, and he looked like he had fallen due to the positioning of his legs.

I haven't had any experience of Grenfell Tower before, I have been [to] a fire in the area, it was a small

two storey block, but this was a long time ago.

I am aware of a little bit of the policy around Fire Survival Guidance, I know that the Fire Service assign

so many machines at the location of the fire and they have staff managing calls from people inside flats,
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or wherever they may be trapped by the fire, the staff will give them fire survival advice A station

manager would be in charge.

There were issues with the numbering in the Tower, and knowing what floor I was on. I don't recall being

able to see any signage in the Tower at the time we went in. I counted the steps so I knew where I was

rather than relying on signage. There may have been signage but there smoke may have stopped us from

seeing it. When we went back into the Tower a few days later we realised that the lift lobby showed

different flat numbers and floors to what they actually where, so this may well have caused problems and

confusion for the Firefighters who went in earlier on in the shift and were able to see the numbering.

I remember smoke filling the stairwell and coming all the way down to the bottom of the stairwell and

into the lobby/mezzanine area, it's unusual for the whole stairwell to be logged. The smoke itself was still

at the time we went in, it wasn't moving.

I don't recall seeing any sprinklers in the building, and no alarms were going off, I would usually expect

to hear an alarm going off, it crossed my mind that maybe they were silenced, but I don't know.

When I conducted the gas mains checks on the 6th , 7th and 8'h floor I opened the doors to the flats, I don't

know how many flat doors I opened but certainly a few. I don't know if they were self-closing doors. I

don't remember. I do remember the doors to the rubbish chute rooms were self-closing. I don't remember

opening any windows.

No-one to my knowledge was wearing body worn cameras, this is not something we currently use in the

Fire Service. TICS (Thermal imaging camera) were being used, its standard procedure to use them,

although I didn't use one myself.

It would be fairly usual to us, and firefighting staff to have training in high rise buildings. This would be

done as drill based training in the Towers we have along with a bit of theory input. This would be quite

regular, more than once a year, I cannot remember exactly when the last time was though I feel like it was

pretty current. I would say of all the training and experience I have I am considered a competent

firefighter, at the time of the fire I had served for 23 years. The last time I had some realistic training of a

fire in a high rise flat was back in the initial training at Fire Service College, this was back in 1994.

I have been to a few high rise fires in my service, although nothing like this, the fires I have been to have

gone how they should, the fire safety doors, and other safety features have contained the flat to allow the

Firefighters to put it out. I haven't experienced anything that has got out of control like Grenfell Tower.

This is in line with the Stay Put Policy that the Fire Service adopt, the safety features, and fire doors are
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designed to contain a fire, so residents and occupiers are advised to stay put and allow the Firefighters to

fight the fire, this usually works.

On the night, I didn't get involved in any decision making around the change of policy nor was I aware of

any policy change. Roughly speaking the incident Commander is in charge of the decision and is assist by

a few other staff, but I could say who they were, I didn't come into contact with any of them.

It wasn't an option to use the lift on a fire like Grenfell, the building did have lifts but there was fire

everywhere and it is too risky to get a lift to a floor that may have fire on it.

I am not aware of and other plans or policies if the stay put policy doesn't work.

I have never been posted to a Fire Safety department in my service.

When being asked why do I think it spread so quickly, it was obvious to me that the panels on the outside

were a key factor, they were on fire on arrival, and they shouldn't have been.

Me and my team were on of the last crews out of the building, so the firefighting would have stopped

with us, apart from the Ariel platform that was parked outside the building. That was still putting water

into the building. From what I could see this was going into the building, rather than onto the cladding.

This was the Ariel platform from Surrey, the Surrey platform extends higher than the London Ariel

platforms. Our platforms extend to something like the 7th floor of a building, whereas the Surrey platform

extends to the 13th floor.

I can't really comment on the construction of the windows, other than when I went back a few days later I

would say they were aluminium windows, and looked quite cheap.

I cannot think of any equipment that would have helped us on the night.

When we arrived at the fire as described earlier, the building looked to be alight, apart from the first 11-

ish floors on the left hand side. When we left the fire was still very much going, parts were still alight,

you would expect the building to be smouldering at that point but maybe that was because the gas mains

were still on fire. I recall the fire being quite unpredictable, in that areas that had been extinguished of

fire, would burst back into flame again randomly, again, I think this was because of the supply of gas.

I have no knowledge of cladding used on residential buildings, I am aware that 'Sandwich Panelling' is

used on the industrial buildings, and the risks associated with that, but I wouldn't expect anything like this

on a residential building.

I didn't suffer from any injuries myself from the evening,
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